
1. Introduction
Together with internal tides and lee waves, near-inertial waves (NIWs) are considered as a main source of the 
canonical 2 TW of mixing energy required to sustain the global overturning circulation (Ferrari & Wunsch, 2009; 
Munk & Wunsch, 1998; Wunsch & Ferrari, 2004). Investigating the wind power input to surface near-inertial 
motions is an important step toward quantifying the power available for interior mixing arising from wind-induced 
NIWs. This investigation has a long history, beginning with estimates based on the mixed layer slab model of 
Pollard and Millard (1970) that is forced with observed surface wind stress (Alford, 2001, 2003a; D'asaro, 1985; 
Jiang et  al.,  2005; Watanabe & Hibiya, 2002), and followed by estimates based on ocean general circulation 
models (O-GCMs) that are forced with wind stress from reanalysis products (Flexas et  al.,  2019; Furuichi 
et  al.,  2008; Raja et  al.,  2022; Rimac et  al.,  2013). The early studies (mostly based on a slab ocean model) 
suggest a total wind-induced power input to near-inertial motions around 0.5 TW, whereas the recent studies 
using O-GCMs at a resolution of about a few kilometers suggest an input around 0.2 TW or below. It was found 
that the wind power input is sensitive to the spatial and temporal scales of wind stress forcing and can be as large 
as 1.1–1.4 TW when increasing the resolution of the wind stress forcing (Jiang et al., 2005; Rimac et al., 2013). 
Here we focus on two aspects that could not have been fully addressed so far and provide a further estimate using 
a 5-km coupled atmosphere and ocean GCM.

Abstract Using the 5 km coupled general circulation model ICON, the surface internal wave energy 
source, crucial for the oceanic circulation, is quantified as the wind-induced wave energy flux that radiates 
from the mixed layer bottom (MLB) into the ocean interior. Our result lowers the previous estimates of the 
wind power input to surface near-inertial motions from up to more than 1 TW down to about 0.23–0.27 TW, 
depending on season. We point out that the estimate of the wind input to ocean depends not only on the wind 
stress used—as suggested by previous studies—but also on the ocean model used. While the surface currents 
in a slab ocean model or a non-eddying ocean circulation model are strongly determined by the wind forcing, 
the surface currents in the 5 km ICON model can be more strongly determined by internal instability process 
(eddy) than by wind stress forcing from less-extreme weather disturbances. The resulting more or less random 
alignment of surface current and wind stress can presumably lead to a lower wind input to surface near-inertial 
motions. Of the surface wave energy source, about 30% is fluxed down into the interior ocean. This percentage 
roughly doubles those from previous studies, due to the stronger wave energy flux related to stronger inertial 
waves generated by the tropical cyclones simulated by the 5 km ICON model. Overall, the low wind input at 
near-inertial frequencies produces a wind-induced wave energy source at the MLB that is well below 0.1 TW.

Plain Language Summary For maintaining the oceanic overturning circulation, energy is needed 
to mix the dense water up and light water down. The main energy source for mixing arises from breaking of 
internal waves. A considerable portion of this source comes from waves excited by winds at the sea surface. 
This paper quantifies this wave energy source based on a frontier simulation of a coupled atmosphere-ocean 
general circulation model at a horizontal resolution of 5 km. This model is capable to simulate tropical cyclones 
(hurricanes and typhoons) and less-extreme small-scale and short-living weather disturbances and oceanic 
mesoscale eddies, which were not represented by the models used in most of the previous studies. Taking these 
new features into account, we find that the wind-induced wave energy source is less than 0.1 TW.
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The first aspect concerns tropical cyclones (TC, i.e., hurricanes and typhoons). Tropical cyclones were consid-
ered as an important energy provider for diapycnal mixing (Emanuel, 2001). By introducing transient intense 
diapycnal mixing arising from tropical cyclones into an ocean GCM, Boos et al. (2004) investigated the role of 
abyssal mixing induced by tropical cyclones for the meridional overturning circulation. Apart from quantifying 
the effect of TC-induced mixing, there are also quite some studies on the role of tropical cyclones as an efficient 
generator of NIWs in the ocean. Studies were carried out both from a theoretical point of view, for example, 
by addressing the ocean's baroclinic response to a rapidly moving storm using an idealized numerical model 
(Price, 1983), and from observational point of view by analyzing individual tropical cyclones (Firing et al., 1997; 
Sanford et al., 2011; Yang & Hou, 2014). Liu et al. (2008) went beyond the consideration of individual storms 
and estimated the mechanical energy input to the world's ocean induced by 1,500 tropical cyclones observed 
during 1984–2003. The estimate is based on a limited-area coupled model constructed from an axis-symmetric 
hurricane model and a three-layer ocean model. The result suggests an annual mean TC-induced energy input to 
near-inertial motions of about 0.03 TW, which is almost 20% of 0.16 TW (Flexas et al., 2019), the lower bound 
of the range of the previous estimates of total wind-induced power input to near-inertial motions. Another esti-
mate of 0.05 TW was suggested by K. Emanuel according to a review by Alford et al. (2016). It remains unclear 
whether the role of tropical cyclones as an efficient wave generator of near-inertial motions can be confirmed 
by a km-scale coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM, and if so, how do the hurricanes alter the strength and spatial 
distribution of the wind-power input to NIWs in the ocean interior.

The second aspect which has not been examined fully is the energy flux related to NIWs that radiate from the 
mixed layer bottom (MLB) into the stratified ocean below. This energy flux may be considered as the fraction 
of the wind power input at the sea surface that “survives” the strong dissipation processes within the mixed 
layer and becomes available for the interior mixing. Some attempts at estimating this fraction have been made 
(Alford, 2020; Furuichi et  al., 2008; Raja et al., 2022). Theoretical considerations by Gill  (1984) and Olbers 
et al. (2020) relate the NIW energy flux at MLB to internal waves excited by a vertical velocity at MLB that 
results from divergent mixed layer currents induced by wind stress. Olbers et al. (2020) studied this energy flux 
by introducing the physics of wave radiation into the slab model of Pollard and Millard (1970). So far the few 
existing estimates of NIW energy flux at MLB stem from uncoupled ocean GCMs. They suffer from either a too 
coarse wind forcing frequency and an unrealistic application of surface wind stresses by assuming an ocean at 
rest or from ignoring the contribution of tropical cyclones. It is hence worthwhile to re-examine this flux using a 
coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM that represent both the wind stress and the turbulent mixing in a more realistic 
manner, and is capable to simulate tropical cyclones.

We address both aspects using a frontier simulation performed with the coupled ICON model having a 5 km 
resolution in both the atmosphere and the ocean. The coupled ICON model has a non-hydrostatic atmospheric 
component that permits resolving tropical deep convection, one of the major modes of atmospheric heat trans-
ports (Stevens et al., 2019). The simulation emerges from the DYMOND (DYnamics of the Atmospheric general 
circulation Modeled On Non-hydrostatic Domains) project (See https://www.esiwace.eu/services/dyamond-in-
itiative/dyamond-specific-pages-and-material/dyamond-protocol), which is a framework for the intercompari-
son of an emerging class of atmospheric circulation models. Through their resolution (≤5  km) of the major 
modes of atmospheric heat transport, DYMOND endeavors to represent the most important scales of the full 
three-dimensional fluid dynamics of the atmospheric circulation. The project consists of two phases. The first one 
consists of atmosphere-only simulations over a boreal summer period of 40 days and the second phase consists 
of both atmosphere-only and coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations over a boreal winter period of 40  days. 
The coupled 5 km ICON simulation considered in this paper is a product of the second phase of the DYMOND 
project.

Section  2 provides further details of the 5  km coupled simulation and describes the analysis methods. The 
wind-induced power to near-inertial motions through the sea surface, that includes the contributions from trop-
ical cyclones, and the NIW energy flux at MLB are diagnosed from this simulation. The result is represented in 
Section 3, followed by discussions in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

https://www.esiwace.eu/services/dyamond-initiative/dyamond-specific-pages-and-material/dyamond-protocol
https://www.esiwace.eu/services/dyamond-initiative/dyamond-specific-pages-and-material/dyamond-protocol
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2. The ICON Simulation and the Analysis Methods
2.1. The 5-km ICON Simulation

The atmospheric component of the ICON model, the atmospheric ICOsahedral Non-hydrostatic model (ICON-A) 
(Giorgetta et al., 2018; Zängl et al., 2015), is close to the version used in Hohenegger et al. (2019). The physical 
parameterizations of deep convection, subgrid-scale orographic effects (blocking and gravity wave drag), and 
non-orographic gravity wave drag are deactivated. Parameterizations included are the radiative transfer model 
following Pincus and Stevens (2013) and Pincus et al. (2019), the 3D Smagorinsky turbulent scheme following 
Dipankar et al. (2015), and a bulk microphysics scheme following Baldauf et al. (2011). The physical proper-
ties of the land surface and land-atmosphere fluxes of heat and water are simulated by JSBACH land surface 
model version 4, a “lite” configuration that includes only the essential physical processes ported from JSBACH 
v3 (Raddatz et al., 2007). The oceanic component of the ICON model, the ICON-O (Korn, 2017), is close to 
the version discussed in Korn et al. (2022). The parameterizations of eddy induced diffusion and eddy induced 
advection are deactivated. The turbulent vertical mixing is parameterized following Gaspar et al. (1990). ICON-O 
incorporates a sea ice model consisting of dynamic and thermodynamic component. The simulation is run with-
out ocean tides. ICON-A and ICON-O are coupled by exchanging the air-sea fluxes every 15 min. The horizontal 
resolution is 5 km in both ICON-A and ICON-O, where the grid resolution is defined as the square root of the cell 
area of the spherical triangles (Zängl et al., 2015). A coarse-resolution variant of the ICON-ESM is described by 
Jungclaus et al. (2021). Further information on the 5 km coupled ICON simulation can be found in Hohenegger 
and et al. (2023), Gutjahr et al. (2022) and Mauritsen et al. (2022). A detailed analysis of a tropical cyclone simu-
lated by the 5 km ICON model is carried out by Kumar et al. (2021).

Gutjahr et al. (2022) argued that two features of the ICON model, namely the non-hydrostatic dynamical core and 
the 5 km horizontal resolution, are essential for representing katabatic storms and the related air-sea interactions 
impacting on water mass formation in the polar region. We expect that the same two features are also important 
for representing the wind power input to near-inertial motions in general, and for representing tropical cyclones 
and their interactions with the underlying ocean in particular. Apart from these features, there are two further 
ingredients that are important for addressing the two aspects pointed out in Section 1. The first one is the physical 
parameterization of the wind stress at the sea surface. ICON-A and ICON-O are coupled via an interactive surface 
flux scheme that determines the surface wind stress based on the relative velocity between the air and the water. 
This differs from the wind stress calculation transitionally used in the ocean-only simulations at the Max-Planck 
Institute that assumes an ocean at rest.

The second ingredient is the high vertical resolution, especially in the upper ocean. The ICON-A has 90 
terrain-following hybrid sigma levels. The ICON-O has total 128 vertical levels in z-coordinates. The thickness 
of the first level is 7 m, which is needed to incorporate sea ice and spatial variations in sea level height. The 
thickness of the second layer is 2 m. Below the second layer and down to 138 m, there are total 43 layers with a 
thickness of 3 m. This high vertical resolution ensures a more detailed description of processes within the upper 
ocean, and with that a more realistic representation of the NIW energy flux at the MLB.

The 5 km ICON model was initialized from a coupled state consistent with that of January 20, 2020, and inte-
grated over 21 months. For the initialization of the atmosphere, the 9 km European Center for Medium Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) analysis corresponding to January 20, 2020 
was used. For the initialization of the ocean, which needs to be spun up first, the ICON-O in a coarser resolution 
of 10 km was forced by a combination of several atmospheric forcings for over 80 years, with the last 11 years 
being forced by the ERA5 reanalysis for the period from 2000 to 2010. The ocean state was then interpolated 
from the 10 km to the 5 km grid and integrated from 2011 to January 2020 using the hourly ERA5 reanalysis 
(Hersbach et al., 2020) (see also Gutjahr et al. (2022)).

Crucial for the present study is the quality of the wind stress simulated by the coupled ICON model. A one-to-one 
correspondence between ERA5 reanalysis and ICON simulation cannot be expected mainly due to the chaotic 
nature of the atmosphere and the short time period considered here. Nevertheless the wind stress simulated by 
the 5 km ICON model is very comparable to that found in ERA5, both with respect to the mean (not shown) and 
to the variability (Figure 1). Also well simulated is the seasonal signal, for example, larger seasonal contrast in 
mean zonal wind stress in Northern Hemisphere than in Southern Hemisphere (not shown) and stronger zonal 
wind stress variability in the winter hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere (Figure 1). The filaments of large 
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values of standard deviations—imprints of tropical cyclones—are abundantly simulated by the ICON model 
during the 40-day boreal summer period (top right panel of Figure 1), but also found in the ERA5 data (top left 
panel of Figure 1).

2.2. Analysis Methods

The analysis is carried out for a boreal winter period of 39 days (from 20 January to 28 February), hereafter 
referred to as the FEB period, and for a boreal summer period of 41 days (from 20 August to September 30), 
hereafter referred to as the SEP period. Hourly data are stored for the SEP period, whereas only 3-hourly upper 
ocean data are stored for the FEB period. The difference between the result obtained using 3-hourly output and 
those from 1-hourly output is small, both with respect to the integral values and the spectra (Appendix A). All 
output fields have been interpolated onto a regular grid of 0.1°.

The wind power input to near-inertial motions, hereafter referred to as INPUT, is estimated from the covariance 
𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏 ′𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢

′ + 𝜏𝜏 ′𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣
′ , where the overbar indicates an average over either the SEP or FEB period, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ′𝑥𝑥 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ′𝑦𝑦 are filtered zonal 

and meridional wind stress and u′ and v′ are filtered zonal and meridional ocean velocity in the surface layer. The 
filter retains the spectral power in the frequency band [0.8f, 1.2f], with f being the local Coriolis frequency. This 
choice could affect the exact value of INPUT.

To estimate the NIW flux radiated from the MLB, we need to first specify the depth of MLB. For that, we take the 
definition of mixed layer depth (MLD) implemented in the ICON model, which is based on a density threshold. 
Since we can only perform spectral analysis for variables (e.g., vertical velocity and pressure) at the same level 
throughout the time, we follow Olbers et al. (2020) and define the MLB as the maximum of the MLD over the 

Figure 1. Standard deviations of hourly zonal wind stress based on ERA5 (left) and ICON-ESM (right) for a period of about 40 days. The top panel is for the period 20 
August to 30 September and the lower panel is for the period from 20 January to 28 February. The unit is Pa.
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SEP and FEB period, respectively. With this definition, we ensure that our MLB is indeed beneath the mixed 
layer. We cap the mixed layer at 700 m because the high-frequency output of pressure and vertical velocity is only 
available in the top 700 m. This, however, covers by far the largest part of the globe. The spatial distributions of 
the depth of MLB in SEP and FEB are shown in Appendix B.

The NIW flux radiated from the MLB, hereafter referred to as FLUX, is estimated from the covariance 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝑝𝑝′ , 
where w′ is the filtered vertical velocity and p′ filtered hydrostatic pressure, both at the MLB. w′ and p′ are 
filtered in a way different from u′ and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ′𝑥𝑥 used for estimating INPUT. Instead of focusing on the near-inertial 
frequency [0.8f, 1.2f], FLUX is based on the whole super-inertial frequency band containing all frequencies larger 
than the local Coriolis frequency f. This frequency band is chosen, since the internal waves excited by the winds 
can have frequencies of multiples of f (Niwa & Hibiya, 1997).

Hereafter, the phrases “INPUT” and “FLUX” are reserved for energy flux contained in the above described 
frequency bands, whereas the words “input” and “flux” refer, when not specified otherwise, to input and flux 
without an association with a particular frequency band.

For selected regions, we consider also the co-spectrum Γτ⋅u between wind stress and surface current velocity, 
the co-spectrum Γpw between pressure p and vertical velocity w at MLB, and the power spectrum Γw of vertical 
velocity w at MLB. For any two variables, the covariance between them equals the co-spectrum (i.e., the real 
part of the cross-spectrum) integrated over the entire (positive and negative) frequency domain. Note also that 
the co-spectrum can be positive and negative. For Γτ⋅u and Γpw, positive values indicate downward fluxes, and 
negative ones indicate upward fluxes. In order to focus on NIWs at MLB, we choose to consider the spectrum of 
vertical velocity, rather than that of horizontal velocity uh. This is because a large portion of the variability of w is 
attributed to NIWs, whereas a large portion of the variability of uh is attributed to mesoscale motions.

3. Results
3.1. Spatial Distributions and Global Integrals

The wind power INPUT at the sea surface is downward (positive) and reveals large values in the mid-latitude 
oceans beneath the major synoptic storms, especially strong in the winter hemisphere (Figure 2). Apart from these 
known features, Figure 2 shows also tracks with high values of INPUT. These tracks correspond to the strong 
wind stresses associated with tropical cyclones, also visible in the left panel of Figure 1, which are more abun-
dant during the SEP period than during the FEB period. Under a tropical cyclone, the surface INPUT can reach 
values up to 40–60 mW/m 2 (contours in Figure 5a). The more zonally orientated tracks, for example, the one near 
24°N in the North Pacific during the SEP period, leads to the maximum near 24°N in the latitudinal profile of the 
zonally integrated INPUT (top left panels in Figure 2). Without tropical cyclones, the zonally integrated INPUT 
reveals a smooth latitudinal profile with a broad maximum around 40°S–60°S in SEP and 30°N–50°N in FEB.

The NIW FLUX at the MLB (Figure 3) has a spatial distribution similar to that of INPUT, especially with regard 
to the tracks of tropical cyclones and the higher values in the mid-high latitude oceans. Different from INPUT, 
which is mainly downward (positive), FLUX can be both downward and upward (positive and negative). The 
FLUX is however clearly downward under a tropical cyclone, and can reach up to 15–20 mW/m 2 (color shadings 
in Figure 5a). Overall, the downward FLUX prevails, leading to positive zonally integrated FLUX at all latitudes 
(left panel of Figure 3).

The ratio FLUX/INPUT (Figure 4) in the subtropical and tropical oceans is noisy and has a magnitude much 
higher than one if there is no tropical cyclone, but more homogeneous and around +0.2 to +0.5 if there is a tropi-
cal cyclone (Figure 5b). The large noisy values arise from near-zero INPUT, as for example, indicated by the zero 
contour line off the tropical cyclone track (top panel in Figure 5). In the mid- and high-latitude oceans, the ratio is 
less noisy and tends to be positive and has a magnitude smaller than one. The large noisy values of FLUX in the 
tropical and subtropical oceans result partially from the weak wind stress fluctuations there, and partly from the 
fact that NIWs in the low-latitude oceans are generally stronger than NIWs in the mid- and high-latitude oceans, 
due to the equatorward propagation of NIWs, an issue to be further discussed in the next subsection.

As shown in Table 1, the global integral of INPUT is about 0.28 TW for SEP and 0.23 TW for FEB, which are 
close to the lower bound of the previous estimates obtained from km-scale O-GCMs (Flexas et al., 2019; Raja 
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et al., 2022). The globally integrated NIW FLUX at MLB is downward and amounts to about 30% of the globally 
integrated INPUT for both SEP and FEB periods.

By separating the global domain into a subdomain, over which there is no tropical cyclones during the considered 
time period, and a subdomain, over which there is at least one tropical cyclone during the considered time period 
(see Appendix C for the separation method), we can estimate the contributions from TCs to INPUT and FLUX. 
The result (Table 2) shows the largest TC contribution occurs during the SEP period, the major hurricane season, 

Figure 2. Wind power INPUT to surface currents within the near-inertial frequency range in W/m 2 (right) and their latitudinal profiles in W (left), obtained by 
integrating INPUT over zonal bands with width of 0.1°, for the SEP (top) and FEB (bottom) season.
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and amounts to about 38% of the globally integrated INPUT and 77% of the hemispherically integrated INPUT. 
The TC contribution to FLUX in SEP amounts to about 33% of the globally FLUX and 64% of the hemispher-
ically integrated FLUX. During the FEB period, there are much less tropical cyclones in the southern summer 
hemisphere. The respective percentages values are more than halved.

The TC contribution to INPUT averaged over the SEP and FEB period is about 0.07 TW, which is larger than the 
values of 0.03 and 0.05 TW obtained from Liu et al. (2008) and Alford et al. (2016). It is not clear whether the 
larger value is due to the too crude method used to identify the TC contribution, or to the fact that geostrophic 

Figure 3. The energy FLUX due to internal waves radiated at mixed layer bottom (MLB) in W/m 2 (right) and their latitudinal profiles in W, obtained from integrating 
FLUX over zonal bands with width of 0.1° (left), for the SEP (top) and FEB (bottom) season.
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wind is used to derive the wind stress employed by Liu et al. (2008), or to an overestimation of the intensity/the 
number of tropical cyclones by the ICON model.

3.2. Case Studies

To better understand how the ocean reacts to the atmosphere simulated by the 5 km ICON model, we examine 
three cases in more details: Case A and B (Figures 6 and 7) correspond to situations in a subtropical region, one 

Figure 4. Ratio of the FLUX shown in Figure 3 relative to the INPUT shown in Figure 2.
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with and one without a tropical cyclone. Case C and D (Figures 8 and 9) 
correspond to (southern) winter-time situations, one with and one with-
out a small mid-latitude storm. The cases cover different types of surface 
wind stress, namely those around 10 Pa or stronger under a tropical cyclone 
(Figure 6, top), those up to 0.1 Pa under relatively calm summer-time subtrop-
ical weather condition (Figure 7, top), and those about 0.5 Pa under winter-
time mid-latitude weather disturbances (top panels in Figures 8 and 9). The 
ocean responds differently to these different types of wind stress.

In the presence of a TC (Case A, Figure 6), when the wind stress is strong, 
the ocean evolves as if it is only forced by the wind stress. Directly under 
the TC, the surface current rotates in a similar way and with a similar spatial 
scale as the TC, although the center of the circular currents is slightly behind 
the TC, as can be seen by comparing the center of the rotating currents with 
the location of the eye of the TC indicated by the small blue circle shown 
in  the  bottom panel of Figure 6. Apart from the rotating currents directly 
below the TC, the currents are stronger to the right than to the left of the TC. 
The stronger currents, which cover a large portion of the considered domain, 
are likely caused by the fast movement of the TC, which travels over roughly 
100 km northeastward in 6 hr (corresponding about 5 m/s). This traveling 
velocity is in the direction of the cyclonic winds to the right of the TC, but 
in the direction opposing the cyclonic winds to the left of the TC. The wind 
stress is hence stronger and leads to stronger surface current to the right than 
to the left of the TC in the direction of the TC movement. Also shown in 
Figure 6 is the vertical velocity at the MLB (color shadings in the bottom 
panel). Different from the surface horizontal current, which comprises 
mainly forced motions and the mesoscale and sub-mesoscale motions, the 
vertical velocity w at MLB comprises to a large extent free wave motions. We 
find that w is downward in the front of the eye of the TC and upward behind 
eye of the TC. This structure of vertical velocity moves with the TC.

In the absence of a TC and in the summer-time subtropical ocean (Case B, 
Figure 7), when the wind stress is weak, the surface current does not neces-
sarily flow in the direction of the wind stress. In the lower left part of the 
considered domain, wind stresses are weak, but surface currents are strong. 
In the upper right part of the considered domain, wind stresses are strong, but 
surface currents are weak. At the two considered time instances, the surface 
current structure is characterized by the same eddy west of about 162.5°E, 
while the wind stress undergoes noticeable changes. At the second time 
instance (right), the wind stress reveals small-scale divergence, likely related 

to small convective events. There is no indication that surface currents respond to these bursts of wind stresses. 
On the contrary, we observe situations, for example, at the second instance near 23°N, 161.5°–162°E, where the 
surface current flows in the direction opposite to that of the wind stress. There, the stress will damp, rather than 

reinforce, the surface current. Different from the surface current, which has 
the imprint of an mesoscale eddy and does not vary much in 8 hr, the vertical 
velocity at the MLB reveals quite different distributions at the two considered 
time instances, indicative of fast wave motions.

Under the winter-time mid-latitude weather disturbances (Case C, Figure 8), 
when eastward wind stress prevails, surface current tends to have an east-
ward component. On top of this forced eastward tendency, the surface current 
reveals also strong self-reinforced tendencies, characterized by meandering 
and eddying structures, in stark contrast to the more or less uniform spatial 
distribution of the wind stress. The current structure remains essentially the 
same within the 8 hr. Different from the inert surface current, the vertical 
velocity (color shadings in the bottom panel) changes drastically within 8 hr.

Figure 5. (a) INPUT (contours) and FLUX (shadings), (b) the ratio FLUX/
INPUT, and (c) FLUX related to higher harmonics, defined as the difference 
between the FLUX due to all internal waves and the FLUX due to internal 
waves within the near-inertial frequency range. All plots are for a box in the 
North Pacific during the SEP period, where a tropical cyclone (TC) is found. 
All values of INPUT and FLUX are given in mW/m 2.

Table 1 
Global and Hemispheric Integrals of INPUT, FLUX, and the FLUX-To-
INPUT Ratio During the SEP and FEB Period

SEP FEB

INPUT FLUX Ratio INPUT FLUX Ratio

Global 0.277 0.083 30% 0.234 0.071 30%

NH 0.139 0.042 30% 0.085 0.029 34%

SH 0.138 0.04 29% 0.149 0.042 28%

Note. INPUT and FLUX are given in TW, and Ratio in percentage.
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Under winter-time mid-latitude weather disturbances, we find also occasions, 
where the ocean barely responds to wind stress. In Case D (Figure 9), a small 
storm (diameter of about 300 km) is passing through the considered domain 
from left to right within 8 hr. The surface currents meander seemingly unaf-
fected by the passing storm. When looking closely, we see a slight eastward 
movement of the meandering current pattern during the 8 hr, which likely is 
related to the overall eastward moving wind system. At the instance shown in 
the right column of Figure 9, the wind stress barely inputs any power into the 
surface current. The strong wind stress south of 45°S near 62°E−63°E has a 
large component in the direction opposed to that of the surface current. These 
stresses will damp, rather than reinforce, the surface currents.

The wind stresses shown in the top panels of Figures  7 and  9 arise from 
less-extreme short-living weather disturbances. The surface currents do not 

noticeably respond to these wind stresses and continue to flow in the way before the onset of the weather distur-
bances. The ICON model with its 5-km resolution and 15-min coupling frequency likely resolves more and 
passes more such small-scale short-living atmospheric disturbances to an ocean than a lower resolution model 
does. For a strongly eddying ocean simulated by the 5 km ICON model, these wind stresses may be too weak to 
steer the surface currents. We come back to this point in the next section.

Table 2 
Portions of the INPUT and FLUX, That Are Induced by Tropical Cyclones

SEP FEB

INPUT FLUX INPUT FLUX

Global TCs 0.106 (38%) 0.027 (33%) 0.032 (14%) 0.011 (15%)

NH TCs 0.106 (77%) 0.027 (64%) 0.0 (0%) 0.0 (0%)

SH TCs 0.0 (0%) 0.0 (0%) 0.032 (21%) 0.01 (24%)

Note. Numbers given without brackets are in TW, and numbers in brackets 
are percentages due to TCs.

Figure 6. Surface wind stress vectors (arrows in the top panel) and surface current vectors and vertical velocity at mixed layer bottom (MLB) (arrows and color 
shadings in the bottom panel) at two time instances (left and right). The magnitude of wind stress vector (in Pa), as indicated by the blue contour lines in the top panel, 
first increases and then decreases toward the eye of the tropical cyclone (TC), and essentially vanishes inside the eye. The thick blue line indicate the 7.5-Pa isoline and 
marks the position of the tropical cyclone. Vertical velocity at MLB (downward velocities in blue) is in mm/s. The two time instances are 6 hr apart in the SEP period.
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3.3. Spectral Behaviors

We examine spectra derived from a small region in the North Pacific, in which a tropical cyclone is found during 
the SEP period. The results are by and large representative for other regions with a TC (not shown). We consider 
(a) the co-spectrum Γτ⋅u that characterizes the wind-power input at the surface, (b) the co-spectrum Γpw that char-
acterizes the flux radiated at MLB, and (c) the power spectrum Γw of vertical velocity w at MLB that characterizes 
the waves generated at the MLB.

We examine first the spectral behaviors at, and south and north of, 24°N, the latitude that corresponds roughly 
to the center of the TC track extending from 150°E to 160°E during the SEP period. Figure 10 shows for the 
SEP period, Γτ⋅u (top), Γpw (middle), and Γw (bottom), estimated as averages of periodograms at grid points in 
latitudinal bands centered at 24°N, 20°N, and 16°N (left), and at 30°N, 35°N, and 40°N (right). Each of the bands 
contains 102 grid points. The vertical dashed lines indicate the local Coriolis frequency f and the vertical dotted 
lines 2f at these latitudes. For Γτ⋅u and Γpw, positive values (downward fluxes) are indicated by crosses, and nega-
tive values (upward fluxes) by dots.

At the latitude of the tropical cyclone (i.e., at 24°N), Γτ⋅u (red symbols in Figure 10a) is essentially downward 
and peaks at frequencies slightly higher than the Coriolis frequency f24 at 24°N (red dashed lines in Figure 10a). 
Γpw (red symbols in Figure 10c) peaks not only at the local Coriolis frequency f24, at which Γτ⋅u has a distinct 
spectral maximum, but also at 2f24, at which Γτ⋅u does not show a distinct spectral maximum. Generally, there is 
a tendency for tropical cyclones to excite NIWs at higher harmonics. This tendency is more clearly shown by Γw 
(red line in Figure 10e).

For Γτ⋅u away from the latitude of the tropical cyclone, the spectral level is noticeably lower than that at 24°N, 
indicating a strong reduction of wind power input away from the strongest input directly under a tropical cyclone. 
South of 24°N (blue and green symbols in Figure 10a), Γτ⋅u does not reveal a clear peak at the local Coriolis 

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, for the same region but at two time instances when there is no tropical cyclone in the SEP period. The right panel is 8 hr after the left 
panel.
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frequency (blue and green dashed lines), and is occasionally upward. North of 24°N (all symbols in Figure 10b), 
Γτ⋅u peaks at the local Coriolis frequency, and is essentially downward.

For Γpw away from the latitude of the tropical cyclone, quite different behaviors north of and south of 24°N are 
found. South of 24°N (blue and green symbols in Figure 10c), Γpw peaks at the frequency near f24N, as well as at 
the frequency near 2f24N (indicated by the red vertical lines), but not at the respective local Coriolis frequencies 
(indicated by the blue and green dashed lines). North of 24°N (all symbols in Figure 10d), Γpw do peak at the 
respective local Coriolis frequency. The peaks in Γpw are noticeably broadened relative to those in Γτ⋅u.

The above-described features of Γpw can be more clearly seen from the power spectrum of vertical velocity Γw: the 
spectra Γw at 20°N and 16°N (blue and green lines in Figure 10e) peak at the same frequencies as Γw at 24°N (red 
line in Figure 10e), namely close to f24, 2f24 and 3f24 (red vertical lines), rather than at the local Coriolis frequency 
(blue and green vertical lines). On the other hand, the spectra Γw at 30°N, 35°N, and 40°N peak near the local 
Coriolis frequencies (vertical lines in Figure 10f). Furthermore, the spectral peaks of Γw are much broader north 
of 24°N than south of 24°N.

To understand these behaviors, recall that a NIW move mostly equatorward because of the turning point located 
poleward of the generation latitude of the NIW. Thus, NIWs at a latitude should be considered as consisting of 
both NIWs, that are locally generated, and NIWs, that are generated farther poleward and propagated into the 
considered latitude. The tropical cyclone at 24°N induces strong inertial currents, whose divergence excites 
strong NIWs. These waves propagate from their generation site at 24°N southward, thereby retaining not only 
their frequency but also most of their strength, even 8° (∼800 km) south of the generation latitude. The conser-
vation of their original frequency is further favored by the weak wind-forcing south of the tropical cyclone. In 
this sense, the co-spectrum Γpw and the spectrum Γw at 16°N and 20°N (blue and green in Figures 10c and 10d) 
contain essentially only contributions from NIWs generated by the tropical cyclone at 24°N.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 6, but for a region in the southern Indian Ocean at two time instances in the SEP period during the southern winter. The right panel is 8 hr 
after the left panel.
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In the absence of tropical cyclones, such as north of 24° or during the FEB period (Figure 11), the fluxes at 
MLB contain both NIWs that are locally generated and NIWs that are generated further poleward. As a result, 
the spectral peaks in Γpw and in Γw are located near the local Coriolis frequency and are broad toward higher 
frequencies. The broadening results from waves generated farther poleward that have higher frequencies. When 
considering a width of the spectral maximum as a measure of the contribution from remotely generated NIWs, the 
broader spectral maxima at lower latitudes (Figure 11e) relative to those at higher latitudes (Figure 11f) indicate 
that the contribution from the remotely generated NIWs increases with decreasing latitude. The spectral maxima 
are at frequencies much higher than the local Coriolis frequency at 16°N and 24°N (Figure 11) than the maxima 
at 30°N, 35°N, and 40°N do. This is also true for the secondary maxima at near multiples of the local Coriolis 
frequency.

The co-spectra Γτ⋅u and Γpw reveal not only downward fluxes (marked by crosses). Upward fluxes (marked by 
dots) are also present, especially for the flux at the MLB. Olbers et al.  (2020) attribute the upward fluxes to 
nonlinear interactions of directly wind-forced NIWs, by which energy is redistributed/converted from NIWs at 
near-inertial frequency to its higher harmonics. If this conversion occurs farther deeper below the ML, upward 
flux at higher harmonic frequencies can be found at the MLB. We notice that there are much less upward fluxes 
directly beneath the tropical cyclone at 24°N than south of the tropical cyclone (compare red and blue symbols 
in Figure 10c).

The wind-power input at the surface is clearly downward when integrated over the entire near-inertial frequency 
range [0.8f, 1.2f], as indicated by Figure  2. When decomposed into different frequencies, Γτ⋅u can also be 
upward occasionally, especially under a weak wind-forcing, for example, at low latitudes (blue and green dots 
in Figure 10a and the dots in Figure 11a). In this case, surface currents are affected more strongly by oceanic 
internal instability processes that produce mesoscale eddies, than by the imposed wind stress. We return to this 
point in the next section.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 6, but for a region in the southern Indian Ocean at two time instances in the SEP period during the southern winter. The right panel is 8 hr 
after the left panel.
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Figure 10.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Sensitivity of Wind-Power INPUT

Using a one-dimensional model, Klein et al. (2004) and Klein (2008) found a loss of about 20% in near-inertial 
energy when using 6-hourly winds instead of 3-hourly winds. Rimac et al. (2013) showed a similar sensitivity 
that the globally integrated INPUT increases from 0.3 TW to 1.1 TW when replacing 6 hourly wind forcing 
by 1 hourly wind forcing. We hence expected a further increase in the globally integrated INPUT from the 
ICON-simulation, as a coupling frequency of 15 min is used in the simulation. Contrary to this expectation, the 
globally integrated INPUT amounts barely 0.3 TW.

Below we discuss three factors that can act to reduce the INPUT. The first factor is well known. Different from 
Rimac et al. (2013), which assumes an ocean at rest, the wind stress in the ICON model is derived from a bulk 
formulation that accounts for the surface current velocity. Previous studies (Dawe & Thompson, 2006; Eden 
& Dietze, 2009) showed that such a wind stress formulation leads to a reduction of the total wind-power input 
compared with the formulation that ignores surface current. For the wind power input into the near-inertial 
frequency band, the reduction can reach about 20%–25% (Rath et al., 2013; Zhai, 2017).

The second factor is the asymmetry of the role of the wind stress in positively and negatively forcing the ocean, 
identified when the wind stress is formulated as being proportional to wind velocity relative to current velocity. 
Renault et al. (2016) and Rai et al. (2021) pointed out that the negative wind work (or damping) exerted by a wind 
stress in the direction opposite to a surface current is stronger than the positive wind work exerted by a wind stress 
in the direction of a surface current (assuming the wind stress and surface current having the same magnitudes 
in the two directionally different configurations). Thus, when spatially average over a large-scale wind stress 
over an eddy, the net effect is a damping, leading to the so-called eddy killing process. We speculate that the 
asymmetry can also lead to a net damping when averaged temporally. Section 3.2 shows that under weak weather 
disturbances simulated by a 5 km ICON, the surface current can be in the same or the opposite direction of the 
wind stress. Assuming a normally distributed alignment between wind stress and surface current, the asymmetry 
described by Renault et al. (2016) and Rai et al. (2021) can also give rise to a net damping when averaged tempo-
rally, inducing a lower wind input. A random alignment is expected when surface currents are more strongly 
determined by the internal instability processes than by the external wind stresses. So far, the damping (eddy 
killing) effect applies to the total wind input. Further investigation is required to quantify the damping effect on 
the INPUT at near-inertial frequencies.

The third factor is the ocean model used for deriving the INPUT. While there are several studies addressing the 
sensitivity of INPUT to the wind stress used (Jiang et al., 2005; Rimac et al., 2013), we are not aware of any stud-
ies addressing the sensitivity of INPUT to the ocean model used. We believe that the choice of the ocean model, 
which needs to be made due to the lack of current observations, can also have a noticeable impact on the INPUT. 
Many of the previous works (Alford, 2001, 2003b; D'asaro, 1985; Jiang et al., 2005; Watanabe & Hibiya, 2002) 
rely on a slab model from Pollard and Millard (1970). Within this model, the ocean is directly forced by the wind 
stress. A slab ocean differs from an ocean simulated by a km-scale O-GCM. While the currents of a slab ocean 
are always directly linked to the applied wind stress, the surface currents in a km-scale O-GCM can result not only 
from the wind stress forcing but also from internal instability processes, which generate among other mesoscale 
eddies. The exclusive role of wind stress in generating the currents in a slab ocean can lead to an overestimation 
of the ocean's response to the wind stress.

Apart from slab model, previous studies also use O-GCMs for estimating INPUT. However, the simulations 
performed usually hardly resolve any mesoscale eddies. For instance, Rimac et al. (2013) uses an O-GCM that 
has a horizontal resolution of 0.4°, which is too coarse to resolve the full eddy field. Furuichi et al. (2008) uses an 
O-GCM having a much higher horizontal resolution (0.15° × 0.125°). However, their simulations start from an 
oceanic state restored to climatological non-eddying temperature and salinity fields. Such a state does not contain 
any mesoscale eddies. Different from Furuichi et al. (2008), the ocean of the 5 km ICON-O has a well-established 

Figure 10. Co-spectrum Γτ⋅u at the sea surface (top), co-spectrum Γpw at the mixed layer bottom (MLB) (middle), and spectrum Γw at the MLB (bottom) during the 
SEP period in zonal bands at latitude ϕ = 16°N, 20°N, 24°N (left) and at latitude ϕ = 30°N, 35°N, 40°N (right). The bands have a latitudinal extent from ϕ − 0.1° to 
ϕ + 0.1° and a longitudinal extent from 150°E to 155°E in the left panel, and from 155°E to 160°E in the right panel. The colors correspond to the latitudes given in the 
legend. For the co-spectra, positive values are denoted by crosses and negative ones by dots. The dashed vertical lines indicate local Coriolis frequency f and the dotted 
vertical line 2f. The black vertical line in (f) indicates 2f24° with f24° being the Coriolis frequency at 24°N.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 10, but for the FEB period.
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eddy field, due to the long spin-up phase. The surface currents simulated by the 5 km ICON model contain a 
strong eddying component that is not directly linked to the wind stress forcing, especially when the wind stress 
forcing is induced by less-extreme small-scale short-living weather disturbances, rather than by TCs. We can 
easily identify situations where the surface currents continue to flow in the same way as it did before the onset 
of a less-extreme weather disturbance. The situations shown in Figures 7–9 found in the 5 km ICON simulation 
can probably not be so easily found in a slab ocean or a non-eddying ocean. The weak wind stress related to 
less-extreme weather disturbances together with the strong internally generated eddies favor a random alignment 
of wind stress with surface current, and with that a lower wind input. Flexas et al. (2019) and Rai et al. (2021) 
found strong dependence of wind input on spatial scales. Further investigation is required to quantify how much 
the random alignment induced by strong internal ocean dynamics reduces the near-inertial INPUT.

We speculate that the second and the third factor work together to make a high-resolution coupled GCM to 
produce a lower INPUT. The speculation is in line with the low INPUT of about 0.16 TW obtained from a 1/48° 
simulation with the GMTgcm (Flexas et  al., 2019) and the INPUT of about 0.21 TW obtained from a 1/25° 
simulation with HYCON (Raja et al., 2022). Flexas et al. (2019) suggest that wind variability on time scales less 
than 6 hr and spatial scales less than 15 km are critical to better representing (i.e., obtaining higher value of) the 
wind power input in ocean circulation models. Based on our above consideration, we suggest that the low value 
obtained by Flexas et al. (2019) likely results from an ocean with strong mesoscale and sub-mesoscale eddies that 
emerge largely independent of the wind forcing.

4.2. Superinertial NIWs Generated by a Tropical Cyclone

Using an idealized ocean model forced with steady wind stress from a tropical cyclone, Niwa and Hibiya (1997) 
showed that tropical cyclone excites internal waves not only at the near-inertial frequency f, but also at superiner-
tial frequencies 2f and 3f due to nonlinear wave interactions. The coupled ICON simulation configured in a real-
istic setting confirms the TC-induced 2f and 3f internal waves (Figure 10e). We further quantify the contribution 
from the superinertial internal waves to the MLB FLUX by calculating the difference between the MLB FLUX 
arising from all resolved internal waves (i.e., with frequency larger than f) and the MLB FLUX arising from NIWs 
(i.e., with frequencies in the range [0.8f, 1.2f]). Within a TC track, this superinertial contribution reaches up to 
10 mW/m 2 (bottom panel in Figure 5c). Integrated globally, the superinertial contribution amounts to about 10% 
of globally integrated FLUX for the SEP period.

The TC-induced superinertial waves propagate not only equatorward, as shown by the power spectra of vertical 
velocity (blue and green lines in Figure 10e). About 600 km north of the tropical cyclone at 24°N, that is, at 
30°N, the power spectrum of vertical velocity (green line in Figure 10f) shows a broad maximum around the 
double-inertial frequency at 24°N (black vertical line), the latitude of the tropical cyclone. This suggests a north-
ward propagation, consistent with the study by Niwa and Hibiya (1997).

4.3. More on the Ratio FLUX/INPUT

The new parameterization of oceanic internal waves IDEMIX (Internal Wave Dissipation, Energy and Mixing) 
(Eden & Olbers, 2014; Olbers & Eden, 2013) requires an accurate estimate of the main wave sources. In the upper 
ocean, the true wave source is the near-inertial FLUX at MLB, rather than the wind-power INPUT at the surface. 
However, the FLUX at the MLB is much more difficult to obtain than the surface INPUT. One way to incorporate 
the FLUX at MLB into IDEMIX without explicitly specifying the FLUX at MLB is to infer the FLUX at MLB 
from the wind-power INPUT based on our knowledge about the ratio FLUX/INPUT.

For this purpose, information about systematic behaviors of the ratio is valuable. Despite the complex geograph-
ical distribution of the ratio FLUX/INPUT, regarding to both the magnitude and the sign of the ratio, we are able 
to identify two systematic behaviors of the ratio after applying some averaging and aggregation.

First, when zonally integrated, both the INPUT at the surface and the FLUX at MLB are clearly downward 
(left panels in Figures 2 and 3). Their ratio tends to increase toward the equator (left panel in Figure 4). This 
latitudinal variation of the ratio is a direct consequence of equatorward propagation of NIWs generated at higher 
latitudes. In the winter hemisphere, where NIWs at MLB are generated by the usual weather disturbances at 
mid- and high-latitudes without tropical cyclones, the increase of the ratio with decreasing latitude is by and large 
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monotonous (see e.g., the ratio over the northern latitudes shown in the lower 
left panel of Figure 4). In the summer hemisphere, where NIWs at MLB are 
generated in addition to the weather disturbances at mid- and high-latitudes 
occasionally by tropical cyclones, the increase of the ratio with decreasing 
latitude is less monotonous.

Second, when summing over grid points having MLB at the same depth, 
the ratio of the FLUX at MLB to the surface INPUT tends to decrease with 
increasing MLD (Figure  12). This behavior is consistent with the linear 
model considered by Olbers et al. (2020), which predicts a decrease of FLUX 
at MLB with increasing MLD.

Averaged globally, the ratio FLUX/INPUT amounts to about 30%, 
which roughly doubles the previous estimates of 11% provided by Rimac 
et al. (2016) using a global model and 17% by Olbers et al. (2020) using a 
model for the Atlantic. The larger ratio found in this study can be attributed 
to the strong internal wave activity, which is clearly favored by the tropical 
cyclones, but may also be favored by the high horizontal and vertical resolu-
tion within the mixed layer simulated by the ICON model.

The globally integrated ratio and the dependence of the ratio on latitude 
and MLD can be used to construct a more accurate surface wave source for 
IDEMIX without directly calculating the FLUX at MLB.

5. Summary
We re-examine the wind power input at the sea surface (INPUT) and the energy flux due to NIWs radiating away 
from the MLB into the ocean interior (FLUX) based on a 5 km coupled ICON simulation. The ICON model 
is capable of resolving tropical cyclones and less-extreme small-scale short-living weather disturbances in the 
atmosphere and mesoscale and partially sub-mesoscale eddies in the ocean.

We find that the global integrals of INPUT of about 0.23–0.27 TW (depending on season) are near the lower 
bound of the previous estimates. The previous estimates, which is around 0.5 TW and can amount to more than 
1 TW, are derived either from a slab ocean model of Pollard and Millard (1970) or an O-GCM that does not simu-
late vigorous mesoscale eddies. The surface current in such an ocean is to a large extent slaved to the wind stress 
forcing, suggesting that using a non-eddying ocean can lead to an overestimate of the wind input to near-inertial 
motions.

We find also that our global integral of FLUX is about 30% of the INPUT. The ratio almost doubles the previous 
estimates (11% in Rimac et al. (2016) and 17% in Olbers et al. (2020)). The strong FLUX is related to strong inter-
nal wave activity that is caused mainly by the tropical cyclones, but may also be favored by a high vertical resolu-
tion within the mixed layer in the ICON model. However, since the total INPUT is low, the ratio of 30% does not 
prevent that the total FLUX at MLB is well below 0.1 TW, suggesting a weak wind-induced wave energy source.

Relative to the INPUT at the surface, the FLUX at the MLB is more important for the ocean circulation and 
should be considered as the internal wave source needed for internal wave parameterization like IDEMIX (Eden 
& Olbers, 2014; Olbers & Eden, 2013). However, the FLUX at MLB is also much more difficult to specify 
and eventually be implemented in IDEMIX. On the other hand, the FLUX at the MLB can be inferred from the 
INPUT based on the general features of the FLUX-to-INPUT ratio. We find that the FLUX-to-INPUT ratio tends 
to decrease with latitude and decrease with MLD. These features can be used to represent the FLUX in IDEMIX 
solely based on more easily accessible surface properties (surface wind stress). At the same time, our study is a 
step forward as compared to the recently used globally constant FLUX-to-INPUT ratio (Jochum et al., 2013). A 
constant FLUX-to-INPUT ratio appears inappropriate, based on Figures 4 and 5.

Finally, we show that the 5  km coupled ICON simulation produces features of wind-induced internal waves 
consistent with the previous studies. These features include (a) the excitation of strong internal waves under a 
tropical cyclone that have frequencies not only close to the local Coriolis frequency f, but also at higher harmon-
ics of 2f and 3f, (b) equatorward propagation of these waves over distance as large as 800 km, during which the 

Figure 12. The FLUX-to-INPUT ratio as a function of the depth of mixed 
layer bottom (MLB), obtained by summing up FLUX and INPUT at grid 
points with the same mixed layer depth.
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original frequencies are preserved, (c) some poleward propagation of the higher harmonics at 2f, and (d) the 
general equatorward propagation of the internal waves excited by wind stress arising from mid- and high-latitude 
weather disturbances, resulting in a broadening of the near-inertial maximum in the wave (vertical) kinetic energy 
spectrum. We believe that this is the first time that these wind-induced wave properties are reported using a global 
km-scale coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM.

Appendix A: Effect on Sampling Frequency on Wind Forcing Quantities
Due to the limited storage, we were only able to store 3-dimensional variables (for the upper 700 m) hourly for the 
SEP period but 3 hourly for the FEB period. We assess the impact of the lower sampling frequency in the winter 
data by down-sampling the 1-hourly SEP data to 3-hourly data. For the global integrals, the sampling effect is 
about 5%, larger at high latitudes but almost absent at low latitudes and near the equator (not shown). For the 
spectra, Figure A1 shows that down-sampling does not noticeably affect the spectral shape and spectral level, 
albeit that the spectrum derived from 3-hourly data does not resolve frequencies higher than 1/6 cycles per hours.

Appendix B: Mixed Layer Depth
The FLUX at MLB are derived from vertical velocity w and pressure p at the depth shown in Figure B1, which 
represent the deepest mixed layer depth (MLD) found in the FEB and SEP period. By definition, this depth should 
be deeper than the mean MLD. The overall spatial structures are comparable to those derived from the observa-
tions (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004). Generally, the depths shown in Figure B1 are deeper than the observed 
ones in the mid- and high-latitude oceans, but comparable with the observed ones in the tropical and subtropical 
oceans. The deeper simulated MLD in the mid- and high-latitude oceans may result from larger variability of 
MLD there.

Figure A1. Power spectra derived from hourly (red) and 3-hourly (blue) vertical velocity for the SEP period. The 3-hourly 
velocity is obtained by down-sampling the hourly velocity. Both spectra are estimated as averages over 102 periodograms 
at grid points within the latitudinal band at 24°N considered in Figure 10e. Vertical dashed line indicates the local Coriolis 
frequency.
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Appendix C: Identifying the Contribution by Tropical Cyclones
The contribution of tropical cyclones to the surface INPUT and the MLB FLUX can be estimated in different 
ways. We choose to use a straight-forward way and visually select areas on the global map of the surface INPUT 
and MLD FLUX that are dominated by tropical cyclones activity. This map is then used to divide the surface 
INPUT and MLB FLUX into TC and non-TC contributions, which produces the numbers shown in Table 2. As 

Figure B1. Deepest ocean mixed layer depth during the FEB (top) and the SEP (bottom) period simulated by the coupled 
ICON model, in meters.
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an example, Figure C1 shows the visually defined separation for estimating the TC and non-TC contributions to 
the surface INPUT.

Figure C1. Separation of the surface INPUT due to contributions from tropical cyclones (top) and contributions without 
tropical cyclones (bottom). The uniform green color in the upper panel marks the area without, and the same uniform green 
color in the lower panel the area with contributions from tropical cyclones.
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Data Availability Statement
A description of the simulation and the scripts used to produce the main results of this paper is archived in the 
publication repository of the Max Planck Society under http://hdl.handle.net/21.11116/0000-000A-C1FA-2.
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